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ABSTRACT

One fast inter mode decision algorithm is proposed in this
paper. The whole algorithm is divided in to two stages. In
the pre-stage, by exploiting spatial and temporal informa-
tion of encoded macrobocks (MBs), a skip mode early de-
tection scheme is proposed. The homogeneity of current MB
is also analyzed to filter out small inter modes in this stage.
Secondly, during the block matching stage, a motion feature
based inter mode decision scheme is introduced by analyzing
the motion vector predictor’s accuracy, the block overlapping
situation and the smoothness of SAD (sum of absolute differ-
ence) value. Moreover, the rate distortion cost is checked in
an early stage and we set some constraints to speed up the
whole decision flow. Experiments show that our algorithm
can achieve a speed-up factor of up to 53.4% with negligible
bit increment and quality degradation.

1. INTRODUCTION

The latest H.264/AVC video coding standard provides us
with superior coding performance by using many new tech-
niques. However, the negative side is that the computation
complexity is also increased dramatically [1]. In H.264, be-
sides skip mode, there are 7 block modes (as shown in Fig. 1)
for inter prediction and 9 modes for 4×4 intra prediction and
4 modes for 16×16 intra prediction. The encoding process
will loop all these modes and select one with the minimum
compression cost. When rate distortion is incurred, all the
prediction modes will be involved in a real encoding pro-
cess. So, the complexity is insurmountable considering the
real-time application.

In [2], a fast intra prediction algorithm is proposed, which
greatly fastens intra prediction process while still keep the
quality. However, the decision on inter modes is more com-
plicated compared with intra modes. It is because the mo-
tion estimation (ME) process adopts block matching on the
plane of both current image and reference image, which in-
curs huge calculation on all the candidate points within the
search window. The split, occlusion and fast motion in the
moving video increase the ratio of temporal feature among
frames, which makes it almost impossible to make a pre-
decision on inter prediction.

Many works have been done to solve the problem. In [3],
a pre-encoding scheme is proposed, which abstracts a down
sampled small image and restrict the inter block modes
within a small subset. The literature [4] tries the way of
mean of absolute frame difference (MAFD) to filter out un-
promising inter modes. In [5], an adaptive mode decision
process based on all-zero coefficients block is proposed. Lit-
erature [6][7] focuses on the optimization of early skip mode
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Figure 1: Inter Block Modes in H.264/AVC

decision to release complexity of inter mode decision. How-
ever, the idea of introducing pre-processing in [3] and [4]
will intensify the computation burden of whole encoding sys-
tem. With the expansion of image size, for example HDTV
application, the 1/2 down sampling or the MAFD calcula-
tion of the original frame will increase power dissipation and
system latency dramatically. As for all-zero block and skip
mode early detection based algorithms [6][7], there exist ob-
vious limitations. With several foreground objects moving
irregularly on the complicated background, or the decrease
of quantization parameter, the ratio of all-zero block and skip
modes will decrease significantly, which deteriorates the ef-
ficiency of inter mode filtering. In [8], a very fast mode
decision algorithm is proposed, which dramatically reduces
complexity for both low-motion and high-motion sequences.
However, the compression capability is worsened obviously
since the bit rate increase is quite large. In our paper, we pre-
fer to solve the inter mode decision in several stages. Firstly,
in the pre-stage (before ME starts), the homogeneity of cur-
rent macroblock (MB) and the features of encoded MBs on
both current and previous frames are inspected to detect skip
mode and filter out unpromising modes. Secondly, during
ME process, the motion information is collected to filter out
unpromising modes. We focus on the information of motion
vector predictor’s accuracy, the block overlapping situation ,
rate distortion cost and SAD’s smoothness.

The rest of paper is as follows. In section 2, the pre-stage
inter mode decision scheme is described. Section 3 gives out
a motion feature based inter mode decision algorithm which
uses information obtained during ME process. The overall
algorithm and experiments results are shown in section 4.
This paper concludes with section 5.

2. PRE-STAGE INTER MODE DECISION SCHEMES

2.1 MV Oriented Spatial-temporal Inter Mode Check

In the conventional video sequences, spatial and temporal re-
dundancy always exist within frame or between frames. In
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this paper, we proposes a spatial-temporal skip mode early
detection scheme which is applied before encoding process
(named pre-stage scheme).

Since the encoding process is executed in a raster scan
order, the only spatial information we can use is from the en-
coded MBs. Therefore, as shown in Fig.2(a), the upper-left
MB (UL.MB), left MB (L.MB) and upper MB (U.MB) of
current MB (Cur.MB) are used for mode check. However,
because only three MBs provide the mode information, the
efficiency and correctness are quite limited. Therefore, the
temporal information is also added. Besides co-located MB
(Co.MB), there are 8 MBs around Co.MB in the previous
frame and we classify all these MBs into three categories, as
shown in Eq.1 to Eq.3. The Co.MB is the only element in
the C0 category. The left-up (LU.MB), right-up (RU.MB),
bottom-left (BL.MB) and bottom-right (BR.MB) MBs are
ascribed to C1 category. As for C2 category, it includes
four MBs in cross direction such as U.MB, L.MB, right MB
(R.MB) and bottom MB (B.MB) around Co.MB. Our tem-
poral mode check algorithm only depends on the dominant
category of C1 and C2. Obeying the rule that the motion
is continuous in the succeeding frames, we use the motion
vector (MV) of MBs in C1 and C2 to decide dominant cate-
gory. As shown in Eq.4 to Eq.6, we calculate the delta MV
between C1 and C0 (∆MV (C1,C0)) based on the accumula-
tion of absolute MV difference in x (∆MVx(C1,C0)) and y
(∆MVy(C1,C0)) direction. The delta MV between C2 and
C0 is calculated based on the same principle. As shown in
Eq.7, the category with minimum MV difference will be cho-
sen as candidate category. The pseudo codes of our spatial-
temporal algorithm is shown in Fig.3(a). It mean that before
ME, we apply mode check based on spatial and temporal in-
formation. The MV difference is used as a criterion to se-
lect candidate category (C’) for temporal mode check. If all
the modes of MBs in spatial (LU.MB, U.MB and L.MB in
Fig. 2(a)) and temporal category (C’ and C0) are skip modes
(mode0), mode0 is selected as best inter mode. Otherwise,
full modes of H.264/AVC are enabled.

C0∈ {Co.MB} (1)

C1∈ {LU.MB,RU.MB,BL.MB,BR.MB} (2)

C2∈ {U.MB,L.MB,R.MB,B.MB} (3)

∆MV (C1,C0) = ∆MVx(C1,C0)+ ∆MVy(C1,C0) (4)

∆MVx(C1,C0) = Σ|C1{MVx}−C0{MVx}| (5)

∆MVy(C1,C0) = Σ|C1{MVy}−C0{MVy}| (6)
{

∆MV (C1,C0) < ∆MV (C2,C0), C1 is dominant
∆MV (C2,C0) ≤ ∆MV (C1,C0), C2 is dominant (7)

2.2 Edge Gradient Based Inter Mode Filtering

The edge detection is another useful technique in both image
processing and pattern recognition field. In [2], it uses Sobel
edge operator to obtain candidate Intra modes. In fact, the
same method can also be extended into inter mode filtering.
Fig. 4 demonstrates the mode distribution among different
sequences and Fig. 5 is the corresponding edge gradient his-
togram of each frame. Sobel operator is used to get the gra-
dient of each frame. It is shown that the gradient distribution
between mobileqcif and containerqcif is quite big, which is
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Figure 2: Spatial-temporal Skip Mode Check

Loop blk8x8_i of current MB, i = [0, 3]

End Loop

Edge gradient analysis of blk8x8_i

If homogenous blk8x8_i

Discard 8x4, 4x8, 4x4 modes

If all blk8x8_i are all homogenous

Disable 8x8 inter modes

Loop MBs in C1 category

End Loop

Only mode0 for Cur.MB

Calculate delta MV (C1, C0)

Loop MBs in C2 category

End Loop
Calculate delta MV (C2, C0)

Decide temporal category (C + C0)

If  MBs in Spatial and Temporal  category 

    are all mode0

Else
 Full modes of H.264/AVC

Spatial MB mode check

(a) Spatial-temporal Skip Mode Check (b) Edge Based Inter Mode Filtering

Figure 3: Pseudo Codes of Pre-Stage Inter Mode Decision

in accordance with subjective observation. For mode distri-
bution, the proportion of mode above 8×8 in containerqcif
is much more than that of mobileqcif. The situations of tem-
peteqcif and grandmaqcif are similar, where grandmaqcif
is more favorable to big inter modes. So, the decrease of gra-
dient in image will increase the possibility of big inter modes
in the final mode decision stage.

To be compatible with H.264/AVC encoding flow, we ap-
ply Sobel edge detection based inter mode filtering on the
MB level. Specifically, before block matching process, we
analyze current MB and obtain the edge gradient of each
pixel based on Eq. 8 to Eq. 10, whereP(m,n) is the pixel
value on coordinate(m,n) of current MB. TheGx and Gy
are the gradients in horizontal and vertical direction respec-
tively. We simply sum up these two gradient to getG(m,n)
as gradient ofP(m,n).

In the H.264/AVC standard, the block matching is ex-
ecuted frommode1 to mode7 sequentially. Based on this
mechanism, we set a threshold on each of the four 8×8
block (blk8x80 to blk8x83) within current MB. As shown
in Eq. 11, if the gradient of every pixels within one 8×8 block
(blk8x8 i, i∈0,1,2,3) is within a predefined threshold, this
8×8 block is regarded as homogeneous (homo) sub-block.
Otherwise, it is an edge 8×8 block. The edge based inter
mode filtering algorithm is shown in Fig.3(b). For homoge-
nous 8×8 block, small inter modes (mode5 to mode7) are
removed before ME process. If all the four 8×8 blocks are
homogenous ones, even themode4 inter mode is filtered.

As for the threshold setting, it is always a trade-off be-
tween quality and complexity. The prediction errore in
block matching process can be assumed as a jointly Gaus-
sian source with zero mean and varianceσ2. According
to [9], the distortion of quantizationD is approximated as
QP2/3, where QP is the quantization parameter. So, the rate
distortion function [10]R(D) can be represented as Eq. 12.
It means that when D is bigger thanσ2, the related rate
distortion approaches to zero. This conclusion is in accor-
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Figure 5: Gradient Distributions of 20th Frame

dance with QP setting in H.264 encoding system. With the
increase of QP, the smoothness of reconstructed frames is
increased, which results in decline of image’s details. The
related residue is also decreased or vanished. Thus, from the-
oretical analysis of [9] and [10], we can simply set threshold
as linear relationship with QP value. With exhaustive experi-
ments, theT hr G in Eq. 11 is defined as 4×QP to balance the
quality and complexity reduction. In the following sections,
the related thresholds are also set linearly with QP.

Gx(m,n) = |P(m−1,n−1)+2P(m−1,n)

+P(m−1,n +1)−P(m+1,n−1)

−2P(m+1,n)−P(m+1,n +1)|

(8)

Gy(m,n) = |P(m−1,n−1)+2P(m,n−1)

+P(m+1,n−1)−P(m−1,n+1)

−2P(m,n +1)−P(m+1,n+1)|

(9)

G(m,n) = Gx(m,n)+ Gy(m,n) (10)

P(m,n) ∈ blk8x8 i, i ∈ {0,3}
{

G(m,n) < Thr G, homo blk8x8 i
otherwise, edge blk8x8 i

(11)

R(D) =

{

1
2log σ2

D , 0≤ D ≤ σ2

0, D > σ2 (12)
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3. MOTION FEATURE BASED FAST INTER MODE
DECISION SCHEMES

In the pre-stage, the unpromising inter modes are filtered be-
fore ME starts. However, as mentioned above, the reduction
of complexity is quite limited due to the motion feature of
MB. In fact, during the ME procedure, it is also possible to
skip unnecessary inter modes. The more motion information
we obtained, the more we can narrow down the candidate
modes.

3.1 MVP Accuracy and Block Overlapping Analysis

In H.264/AVC, the block matching process starts in the mo-
tion vector predictor (MVP), which is obtained by the neigh-
boring coded MBs. For sequence with smooth or regular
motion, the prediction of start point is very accurate. Fig.6
shows the distribution of best integer point (BIP) of 16×16
mode among typical clips. The search window is divided
into several layers. The layer 0 is the MVP point while layer
1 indicates the 8 points around MVP. The meaning of other
layers can be traced by analogy. It is shown that large pro-
portion of BIP are located in MVP even for foremanqcif and
carphoneqcif. The high accuracy in MVP also indicates that
the current MB is seldom split into small blocks. Since small
modes is easily to be trapped into local minimum, we only
use the information of 16×16 mode. As shown in Eq. 13, the
motion information of 16×16 mode is analyzed after it’s ME
search. If the MV of 16×16 mode (MV 16×16) is the same
as its own MVP (MVP 16×16) and its motion cost (mcost) is
less thanThr MV P (20×QP), then it is regarded as big mode
MB and mode4 to mode7 are discarded. For the rest MBs,
whose best 16×16 MVs are not MVPs, we further analyze
the motion information aftermode3’s block matching. The
related mode decision criterion is shown in Eq.14 to Eq.16.
It means that when the MVs of block0 inmode2 andmode3
(16×8 0 and 8×16 0 in Fig. 1) are the same with MVs of
mode1; and the MVs of block1 inmode2 andmode3 are only
8 pixel displacement in x or y direction. Then the previous
three inter modes are overlapped each other, which indicates
that current inter modes are well enough to express the mo-
tion trend. In this case, ME ofmode5 to mode7 is bypassed.
Themode4 is remained to keep the quality.

3.2 Smoothness of Sum of Absolute Difference (SAD)

The SAD value which is obtained after ME is another useful
information. With approaching to the potential best point,
the SAD value decreases gradually, which leads to small mo-
tion bits. On the contrary, the occurrence of big SAD value
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can indicate the necessity of ME on further small modes,
which results in split of MB. In this paper, we fully utilize
SAD information to guide mode decision process. During
IME on 16×16 mode, the four 8×8 SAD blocks is recorded,
namely left-up 8×8 SAD (SAD8×8 LU), right-up 8×8 SAD
(SAD8×8 RU), bottom-right 8×8 SAD (SAD8×8 BR), and
bottom-left one (SAD8×8 BL). If Eq. 17 to Eq. 20 are all
satisfied, which means that the distribution of SAD value is
quite smooth. So, further process on small modes is rarely
needed (mode5 tomode7 are discarded). When any of Eq. 17
to Eq. 20 is dissatisfied, we skipmode2, mode3 and directly
turn tomode4 to mode7 of ME process. TheT hr SAD is set
as 15×QP based on our experiments.

{

MV 16×16= MVP 16×16
mcost 16×16≤ T hr MVP (13)

MV 16×16= MV 16×8 0 = MV 8×16 0 (14)

MVx 16×16= MVx 16×8 1 = MVx 8×16 1−8 (15)

MVy 16×16= MVy 8×16 1 = MVy 16×8 1−8 (16)

|SAD8×8 LU −SAD8×8 RU |< T hr SAD (17)

|SAD8×8 BL−SAD8×8 BR| < T hr SAD (18)

|SAD8×8 LU −SAD8×8 BL| < Thr SAD (19)

|SAD8×8 RU −SAD8×8 BR| < T hr SAD (20)

3.3 Rate Distortion Cost Analysis on Big Inter Modes

In the high complexity mode of H.264/AVC, after ME and in-
tra prediction loop over all inter and intra modes, the rate dis-
tortion (RD) costs of each mode are checked exhaustively by
minimizing the Lagrangian function, as shown in Eq. 21. The
SSD is sum of squared difference between original source
MB (s) and its reconstructed one (c). TheR represents the
rate after quantization andλmode is the Lagrange multiplier.
It is shown that all the factors are related withQP and mode
which is decided by inter and intra predictions. To ensure
that best mode is not missed, the whole encoding process
causes huge computation resources among several exhaus-
tive loops. In our paper, the RD cost analysis is involved in
the inter prediction process. Specifically, at the end of ME on
mode1, its RD cost (Jmode1) is compared with average RD
cost ofmode1 MBs (Ave Jmode1) in the previous encoded
frames. If Eq. 22 is satisfied, onlymode0 andmode1 are
candidate inter modes. Otherwise, we obtained the RD cost
of mode2 (Jmode2) andmode3 (Jmode3) and use Eq. 23 to
judge whether current inter modes are well enough. Since in-
ter mode decision on modes below 8×8 is quite complicated,
we only insert RD cost check after ME on big modes such as
mode1 to mode3.

J(s,c,mode|QP,λmode) = SSD(s,c,mode|QP)

+λmode ×R(s,c,mode|QP)
(21)

Jmode1 < Ave Jmode1 (22)

{Jmode2,Jmode3}<
Ave Jmode2+ Ave Jmode3

2
(23)

Spatial-temporal Skip Mode Check (2.1)

Edge Gradient Analysis (2.2)

Skip mode

N

Start ME Process

ME on mode1

MVP and Overlapping Analysis (3.1)

4 Smooth 8x8 SADs (3.2)

Y

Jmode1 < Ave_Jmode1 (3.3)
N

Only mode0 and 1

{Jmode2, Jmode3} < 
(Ave_Jmode2+Ave_Jmode3) (3.3)

ME on mode2 and mode3

Y

Y

N

Accurate MVP (3.1)
or homo flag (2.2)

ME on mode4
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Y

Blocks Overlapped (3.1)
or smooth flag (3.2)
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Figure 7: Overall Flow Chart of Proposed Algorithm

4. OVERALL ALGORITHM AND EXPERIMENTS

The overall flow chart of our algorithm is shown in Fig. 7.
The parts with bold font are original JM mode decision flow
and each of our schemes described in this paper is noted with
its section number in brackets. It is shown that schemes
in section 2.1 and 2.2 work before ME start and the rest
schemes are involved with the ME process.

The proposed algorithm is implemented in JM 11.0 soft-
ware. Several QCIF and CIF clips with different features are
used for simulation. We encode 200 frames with RD opti-
mization enabled. The QP value ranges from 28 to 40 with 4
intervals. The encoding structure is IPPP under baseline pro-
file and 1 reference frame. The search range for QCIF and
CIF are±16 and±24 respectively.

The experiments and comparisons are shown in Tab. 1
and Tab. 2. We use Eq. 24 to analyze the ratio of motion
estimation time (MET ) and bit increment. TheΓpro is the
element of proposed method (ours or others) andΓ jm is the
related one caused by original JM full search which loops all
inter modes. TheΓ can beMET or Bits. As for ∆PSNR,
it is calculated by subtraction of JM’s PSNR and that of
proposed one. The ‘+’ in Tab. 2 represents PSNR gain and
increment of bits. The meaning of ‘-’ in Tab. 2 can be de-
duced by analogy. It is shown that our scheme is superior
to [4] in terms of complexity reduction, especially clips with
slow motion feature like containerqcif. In case of [6], it
can achieve high complexity reduction for clips such as con-
tainerqcif and pariscif. However, the situation of fast mo-
tion (football qcif/cif), complex background (coastguardcif)
or camera’s shaking (foremanqcif/cif) will deteriorates the
efficiency of this algorithm greatly. As for [8], the∆MET
is always large among different clips. However, the quality
trade-off is also very serious. As shown in Tab. 2, besides
our result, we also use bold font to mark the∆PSNR which
surpasses -0.1dB and∆Bits which is larger than 1%. It is
shown that most cases fall into [8] and the bits increment in
fast motion clips (footballqcif/cif) is extremely large. In our
scheme, the quality loss and bits gain are always trivial while
we also achieve large reduction for clips with static feature
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Table 1: Complexity Analysis based on−∆MET (%)

clips QP=28 QP=32 QP=36 QP=40
[6] [8] [4] our [6] [8] [4] our [6] [8] [4] our [6] [8] [4] our

[1] 5.7 38.4 24.6 24.9 8.5 42.3 24.8 23.0 10.1 41.9 25.6 21.6 12.7 41.8 28.9 23.9
[2] 9.5 45.9 22.5 30.6 11.2 47.6 26.2 27.2 13.4 49.6 28.5 34.2 17.9 49.5 34.6 35.0
[3] 51.8 45.3 26.7 51.7 56.6 42.4 28.6 52.3 57.0 41.8 33.9 50.2 66.5 40.6 32.3 53.4
[4] 9.6 47.6 21.4 35.2 13.9 49.9 23.8 33.7 20.0 50.1 28.1 33.0 32.5 48.3 30.3 30.3
[5] 8.0 47.2 26.2 49.0 11.0 47.9 27.3 46.5 15.0 47.9 30.9 45.6 21.0 48.5 36.3 46.1
[6] 28.9 45.4 38.1 40.2 33.8 44.8 37.3 39.1 37.8 45.3 36.3 40.3 41.5 46.5 36.8 44.7
[7] 2.1 51.0 24.8 39.8 6.5 50.6 30.8 38.1 9.3 49.2 35.3 40.5 12.5 48.4 35.3 46.5
[8] 7.3 47.4 31.8 37.3 4.7 44.6 26.7 29.9 4.4 45.5 27.2 31.8 10.9 45.1 27.4 32.8

[1]: football qcif, [2]: foremanqcif, [3]: containerqcif, [4]: carphoneqcif,
[5]: foremancif, [6]: paris cif, [7]: coastguardcif, [8]: football cif

Table 2: Quality Analysis based on∆PSNR (dB) and∆Bits (%)

clips criterion QP=28 QP=32 QP=36
[6] [8] [4] our [6] [8] [4] our [6] [8] [4] our

[1]
∆PSNR -0.01 -0.24 -0.04 -0.06 -0.02 -0.30 -0.03 -0.07 -0.05 -0.34 -0.03 -0.09
∆Bits +0.00 +4.78 +0.90 -0.17 -0.02 +4.88 +0.59 -0.23 -0.10 +4.29 +0.77 -0.31

[2]
∆PSNR -0.06 -0.18 -0.07 -0.09 -0.15 -0.21 -0.05 -0.09 -0.09 -0.17 -0.05 -0.00
∆Bits -0.33 +1.00 +0.10 -0.27 -0.45 +0.41 +0.48 -0.28 -0.64 +1.64 +0.28 +0.00

[3]
∆PSNR -0.09 -0.07 -0.00 -0.05 -0.04 -0.03 -0.02 -0.03 -0.06 -0.02 -0.01 -0.03
∆Bits +1.72 +1.57 +0.01 -0.16 -0.04 +1.25 +0.35 -0.11 +2.27 +1.17 +1.01 -0.10

[4]
∆PSNR -0.02 -0.17 -0.01 -0.06 -0.03 -0.15 -0.03 -0.07 -0.01 -0.07 -0.02 +0.01
∆Bits +0.22 +0.32 +0.32 -0.17 +0.63 +1.42 +0.77 -0.20 +0.80 +1.10 +0.00 +0.04

[5]
∆PSNR -0.02 -0.24 -0.02 -0.01 -0.05 -0.25 -0.04 -0.02 -0.05 -0.25 -0.00 -0.01
∆Bits +0.29 +1.90 +0.21 +0.25 +1.10 +1.36 +0.26 +0.24 +1.18 +1.28 +0.13 +0.25

[6]
∆PSNR -0.06 -0.08 -0.04 -0.07 -0.08 -0.12 -0.04 -0.08 -0.12 -0.11 -0.06 -0.04
∆Bits +0.05 +2.09 +0.36 +0.08 +0.14 +1.43 +0.06 +0.03 +0.61 +1.00 +0.07 +0.01

[7]
∆PSNR -0.00 -0.20 -0.03 -0.04 -0.01 -0.22 -0.04 -0.04 -0.00 -0.17 -0.03 -0.05
∆Bits +0.05 +1.28 +0.00 +0.01 +0.00 +2.71 +0.15 +0.52 +0.02 +2.85 +0.13 +0.04

[8]
∆PSNR -0.01 -0.34 -0.01 -0.02 -0.01 -0.41 -0.03 -0.05 -0.02 -0.45 -0.01 -0.03
∆Bits +0.05 +4.62 +0.42 +0.23 +0.16 +4.74 +0.14 +0.20 +0.21 +4.61 +0.20 +0.15

and comparative big reduction for clips of different types.
For the QCIF format, the bits increment is always negative
with negligible PSNR loss. In all, about 21.6% to 53.4%
complexity is reduced for the inter mode decision process.

∆Γ =
Γpro −Γ jm

Γ jm
×100%, Γ ∈ {MET,Bits} (24)

5. CONCLUSION REMARKS

One fast inter mode decision algorithm is contributed in this
paper. In the pre-stage, the spatial-temporal informationis
used to detect skip mode in an early stage. The current
MB’s homogeneity is also abstracted to filter out unpromis-
ing small modes. In the motion stage, the MVP’s accuracy,
the block overlapping and SAD distribution are analyzed to
bypass unnecessary inter modes. Furthermore, the RD costs
of big modes are obtained in an early stage and compared
with historical ones to fasten mode decision procedure. Ex-
periments show that our algorithm can achieve up to 53.4%
speed-up ratio with trivial quality loss and bit increment.
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